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May 29, 2016 
Most Holy Body & Blood of Christ 
 
I am going to steal a story for the homily this week from our parish business administrator, Mike Lentz.  Among 
his activities outside of work this spring has been coaching his high school-aged son’s baseball team in the town 
of Andover in the VFW league.  Andover has the misfortune of being a small community that is surrounded by 
enormous suburbs like Blaine, Anoka, Coon Rapids and Osseo.  That disparity shows itself also in the size of the 
players on the field, because the number of boys available to put on the roster is so much fewer in Andover.  It’s 
hard for them to compete.  Mike shared with some of the staff this week that one of the greatest and most 
regular challenges he has as a coach comes when the opposing teams first arrive at the ball park and have a 
chance to get a physical look at one another before the game. Very often the reaction from his players is one of 
despair: “Look how big they are!  Look at all their speed and athleticism!  There’s no way we can beat them!”  
And as Mike told us, he responds to that by saying to them, “Look at everything we’ve got!  Look at that crafty 
pitcher, that intelligent base runner, that speed fielder, that batter with excellent judgment and a good eye!  
Focus on what we bring to the contest.”  And every so often they win—even against the big teams.   

Mike shared that story as part of our reflecting together on today’s gospel reading from St. Luke.  (I hope you 
are pleased to know that every weekly staff meeting begins with Sacred Scripture—sharing in order to keep us 
focused on why we are here and doing what we do.)  It was much the same kind of situation for Jesus and his 
disciples as they came toward the end of a day preaching about the kingdom in front of a large crowd of people.  
It was about time to eat.  The disciples took a look out over the landscape and panicked because of what they 
saw—or more exactly, what they didn’t see.  What they saw were thousands of people; what they didn’t see 
was any supply of food.  And so, very interestingly, they approached Jesus not in order to ask him what they 
ought to do, but rather to order Jesus to carry out what they had already decided was the only answer to the 
problem: “Dismiss the crowd,” they said, “so that they can go find food and lodging elsewhere.  This is a 
deserted place.”  

Jesus’ response was as if to say, “This is not as deserted place, so what’s the problem?  Feed them yourselves.”  
They had no idea how much they had available to them.  They informed Jesus, “Five loaves and two fish are all 
we have.  But that wasn’t true.  What they actually had, right in front of them, was five loaves, two fish and the 
Son of God who desires that people not be hungry.  That is not a small detail.  That is everything!  And that is 
also the reason and meaning behind this annual feast day of the Body and Blood of Christ—what in the olden 
days we called “Corpus Christi.” 

What all of us have on hand still today in order to respond to the needs of those who hunger is not merely so 
many limited dollars, or so much finite time, or so much dwindling energy, or so limited an amount of material 
goods. 

What we actually have is all that—meagre though it may sometimes seem—PLUS the Son of God who desires 
that the real needs of people be satisfied.  That too is not a small detail.  That too is everything.  We have no 
idea how much we have, and so we have no excuse for looking out over the landscape of our lives and 
despairing without even trying.  Like the Andover baseball team, our task is to awaken to all that is ours to use 
for the mission, not merely to be intimidated by what looks to be a difficult challenge. 
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And there is no doubt about the challenge in our own time and place.  Jesus and his followers had their 
thousands to feed with what seemed to be impossibly inadequate supplies—except for that Son of God part.  
We have our terrorists to confront, our racism to overcome, our violence to put down, our corrupt institutions 
to fix, our local church to heal, our relationships to reconcile, our griefs to embrace, our failures to come to 
terms with, our losses to lament.  Yes, it can all look pretty hard, pretty threatening.  And without that Son of 
God part, it is.  But that Son of God part is everything, and it is as close and present to us here in our Eucharist as 
it ever was to the crowds who surrounded Jesus on that day so long ago.   

This is not a deserted place!  It may sometimes seem a rather unexceptional place, a kind of ordinary human 
place, but it is not.  Unless we forget about the Son of God part.  So like the boys of Andover, let us focus on 
what we have on our side, rather than on the imposing image of what lies before us to accomplish “out there.”  
We have all that we need, even if we are sometimes slow to see it, even if a wafer of bread and a sip of wine 
seem so easy to overlook as the source of victory.  The Body and Blood of Christ are just that trustworthy and 
true. 

 

 

 


